Historically, programming language semantics has focused on assigning a precise mathematical meaning to programs. at meaning is a function from the program's input domain to its output domain determined solely by its syntactic structure. Such a semantics, fosters the development of portable applications which are oblivious to the performance characteristics and limitations (such as a maximum memory footprint) of particular hardware and so ware platforms. is paper introduces the idea of intent-driven programming where the meaning of a program additionally depends on an accompanying intent speci cation expressing how the ordinary program meaning is dynamically modi ed during execution to satisfy additional properties expressed by the intent.
INTRODUCTION
Recent proposals allow developers to create self-adaptive applications (Kephart and Chess, 2003, Oreizy et al., 1999) while abstracting platform-speci c monitoring and resource allocation logic (Imes and Ho mann, 2016 , Mishra et al., 2018 , Sampson et al., 2011 , Taylor et al., 2017 . ese systems provide a portable approach to constructing adaptive applications, but they are rigid with respect to the kind of adaptation they support and the way that the desired behavior is speci ed. Much of the recent research targets adaptation to meet energy constraints. While approaches exist that support re-targeting adaptation to meet latency constraints (Imes and Ho mann, 2016 , Mishra et al., 2018 , Taylor et al., 2017 , these frameworks lack a general-purpose mechanism (a language) for communicating and directly manipulating-in the program-that adaptive capability. Existing language-level support for adaptation (Salvaneschi et al., 2013) focuses on di erent mechanisms for introducing variability in programs, and on composing adaptive components. To the best of our knowledge, no existing system makes both the goal and means of adaptation general, rst-class members of a programming language.
erefore, we propose a novel intent-driven programming model that extends traditional generalpurpose programming languages with new syntax to express intents and a library API for identifying, 1:2 Yang, Duracz, Bartha, Sai, Pervaiz, Barati, Nguyen, Cartwright, Ho mann, and Palem monitoring, and manipulating the program's adaptive aspects. An intent (1) expresses the goal of adaptation as a constrained optimization problem, (2) identi es variables (knobs) in the application code or platform con guration that can be modi ed to achieve the goal, and (3) identi es values (measures) in the application and hardware platform as elements of the objective function and constraint. An intent-driven program executes on top of a runtime that uses the intent to compute a schedule of knob se ings that meets the optimization constraint while providing optimal behavior with respect to the objective function. In contrast to existing systems, the intent is general and dynamic-for example, intents may comprise arbitrary arithmetic expressions over the measuresand may change dynamically. e space of con gurations that is available for adaptation can be changed dynamically from within the program, supporting use cases that require mixing procedural control with the automatic adaptation provided by FAST using feedback and optimization. is paper contributes: ‚ A precise de nition of the intent-driven programming model, which enables the portable development of adaptive applications, by le ing users express intents alongside their application code, which guide the dynamic recon guration of the system. ‚ A description of the FAST architecture, an instance of the intent-driven programming model built on top of the Swi programming language. FAST generalizes several types of existing frameworks for building adaptive systems, by supporting exible intents wri en in terms of both application measures and platform measures, requiring adaptation in both application con guration and platform con guration. ‚ An experimental evaluation of the FAST system on three example applications, executed on an embedded system. e evaluation demonstrates the ability to adapt dynamically to changes in operating conditions and in intent, including dynamic, programmatic manipulation of the con guration space. Bene ts of this capability in FAST compared to two other tools (PowerDial and OpenTuner) from the autotuning domain are also highlighted in the evaluation.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Although no existing system with rst-class language support for expressing intents is general enough to express the iterative, dynamically adaptive applications for which FAST is designed, elements of the FAST architecture can be found across a number of di erent domains. is section reviews the main related works, and discusses how they relate to FAST. Table 1 compares FAST to several systems from the autotuning domain (Section 2.2), where the closest related work can be found.
Approximate computing
Approximate computing comprises various techniques to trade o the quality of a computation's results for some other aspect of the computation, such as performance, latency or energy e ciency. e generality of the FAST architecture in part stems from delegating the de nition of applicationspeci c notions such as quality to the programmer. In a FAST application, quality is just a measure, and requires no distinguished treatment by the runtime. us, FAST is exible enough to constitute a general framework for expressing and automatically choosing among these di erent design choices. For example, loop perforation (Sidiroglou-Douskos et al., 2011) can be implemented in FAST by making the loop stride an application knob. General surveys of this eld were given by Han and Orshansky (2013), Mi al (2016) , Xu et al. (2016) . e PowerDial system constructs knobs at compile-time and dynamically adjusts their se ings at runtime to maintain a user-speci ed goal ). JouleGuard coordinates application-level adaptation (like that done Language Support for Adaptation: Intent-Driven Programming in FAST 1:3 P e t a B r i c k s G r e e n E n e r C a m l O p e n T u n e r P o w e r D i a l F A S T User-de ned intents Programming language integration Dynamic change to intent Dynamic change to con guration space Non-uniform con guration space Integrated dynamic control General controller and/or optimizer concept Energy-aware with PowerDial) with system-level resource management to meet energy guarantees (Ho mann, 2015) . While similar to FAST, PowerDial and JouleGuard are much less exible as they do not provide users with a way to manipulate the knobs once the program is running. In contrast, FAST programmers can dynamically change goals (Section 4.2) and available knobs (Sections 4.1.1 and 6.3.1) without stopping and recompiling.
Autotuning Systems and Languages
PetaBricks (Ansel et al., 2009 ) allows users to provide di erent algorithmic choices, from which an autotuner nds an optimal combination. Its main purpose is to optimize the time e ciency of code automatically. Compared to FAST, it does not have a general notion of a measure and makes choices at compile time. Unlike PetaBricks, FAST automatically adapts to dynamic events while allowing programmers to programmatically change intent and available con guration space. Green (Baek and Chilimbi, 2010) does support programs that recalibrate themselves during execution. It provides two kinds of constructs: loop approximation and function approximation. Green also provides a statistical guarantee for the resulting quality of service. However, Green assumes a monotonic relationship between quality degradation and energy e ciency, and this information may not be readily available to a user. Unlike FAST, Green does not have a general notion of knob and its controller is hard-wired.
EnerCaml (Ringenburg et al., 2014) extends OCaml with an approximation annotation system, a pro ling system and an autotuner. e annotation system allows users to provide approximate versions for every expression. e pro ling system calculates a single user-speci ed quality of a function's result (which corresponds to a FAST measure). In contrast to the general measure monitoring facilities of FAST, EnerCaml estimates energy savings by calculating the ratio of approximated operations to approximable ones. e autotuner calculates the Pareto frontier to see the trade-o between the estimated energy consumption and the quality of the result. EnerCaml is the rst language designed to explore the trade-o between di erent approximation strategies. However, its concept of autotuning is restrictive, focusing only on energy savings, and does not have a general notion of measure. Further, it is designed for exploring di erent con gurations at the prototyping stage and, unlike FAST, does not allow the system to adapt to environmental changes that occur during execution.
To the best of our knowledge, OpenTuner (Ansel et al., 2014) Table 2 . Main concepts of the programming model.
de ne both constrained and unconstrained objectives. OpenTuner allows users to explore the online behaviour of previously unexplored con gurations. However, OpenTuner does not take into account the possible error between run time and compile time performance. erefore, the control of iterative (e.g. streaming) applications cannot be accommodated with OpenTuner in a straightforward manner.
Hyperparameter Optimization
Hyperparameter optimization is a two-level framework that tunes hyperparameters of a learning algorithm, to achieve be er performance. Many standard optimization heuristics, such as simulated annealing and genetic algorithms, could be employed for this purpose. Currently, Optunity (Claesen et al., 2014) is the only general library which supports hyperparameter tuning. FAST similarly includes a unconstrained global optimization module which can be straightforwardly extended to support common hyperparameter optimization heuristics. For constrained optimization, Capri (Biswas et al., 2017) o ers a general approach to nd optimal hyperparameters of a program with input features taken into account.
INTENT-DRIVEN PROGRAMMING
Adaptive so ware changes its behavior to meet a goal (intent) despite changes in external operating conditions. To do so, the so ware must detect that the current behavior deviates from the intent, determine the action necessary to recover that behavior, and implement that action. In the intentdriven programming model, these capabilities are enabled by:
‚ a library API that lets the system control the application state (application knobs), with feedback (measures) to guide the controller, and delineate the scope where measures should be recorded (optimize); ‚ an intent speci cation that declares the knobs and measures that should be considered by the system, de nes permissible assignments (ranges) for these knobs, and de nes the goal of adaptation, in the form of a constrained optimization problem: to minimize or maximize an objective function, subject to a constraint; ‚ a runtime that monitors the state of the application and platform as seen through the measures, computes the schedule of con gurations needed to achieve the intent, and recon gures the system accordingly, by changing the values of knobs.
We will see a concrete instance of the programming model in Section 4, with details for each of the above components.
e following subsections describe the three main concepts of the programming model, which connect these components. Table 2 summarizes their relationships.
Knobs
A knob is a piece of program state that the runtime can modify to meet the user-de ned intent. Knobs are classi ed as either platform knobs, such as the CPU clock frequency and the number of cores on which the application's threads may be scheduled, or application knobs such as the number of times to run an iterative algorithm, the minimum precision of an approximation scheme, or an identi er that selects among a set of possible algorithms to solve a particular sub-problem in the application.
To be useful in an intent-driven program, the values that a knob can be assigned to (its range) should represent di erent trade-o s between measures which are relevant to the intent. For example, increasing the platform knob that controls the CPU clock frequency can gain a lower processing latency at the expense of a higher energy consumption. Similarly, decreasing an application knob that controls the threshold of an approximation scheme can gain a higher output precision at the expense of a higher processing latency and energy consumption. An intent-driven program with knobs that trade precision for some other measure can be seen as an instance of the approximate computing paradigm (Palem, 2014 , Schlachter, 2018 , Xu et al., 2016 . Early foundational work on this topic can be fond in (Chakrapani et al., 2008 , Palem, 2003 , 2005 .
ough the two classes of knobs (platform vs. application) may achieve their trade-o s very di erently, they are treated identically by the runtime. ey allow it to recon gure the system so that the measures change in such a way that the constraint (provided in the intent speci cation) is achieved.
We will refer to a de ned set of knob bindings as a con guration.
Measures
A measure is a part of the application or system state that is relevant to the intent. Examples of application measures include the output bit-rate of a compression algorithm, or the error of an approximation scheme. Examples of platform measures include input processing latency and energy consumption. By exposing such state as a measure, it becomes available to the runtime as feedback. Based on this feedback, and on the intent declaration, the runtime can compute the knob se ings necessary to meet the intent.
Intents
An intent is an encoding of desired program behavior, expressed in terms of measures. Generalizing existing work on adapting to meet latency constraints (Imes et al., 2015) , FAST intents take the form of a constrained optimization problem:
where opt P tmin, maxu, f is the objective function, M " tm 0 , . . . , m n u is the set of measures, m c P M is the constraint measure, is the constant goal, K is the set of knobs, k the value of knob k and D k the domain of k. Solutions to the optimization problem can be expressed in terms of knobs, since the values of measures implicitly depend on the con guration of the system. An execution of a system will be said to meet the intent when the constraint measure m c is close to the goal , while optimizing the objective function f according to the optimization type. Figure 7 shows examples of such an execution. In Figure 7a , the constraint measure performance and goal are illustrated by orange and green lines, respectively. In Figure 7b , the objective function quality is illustrated by an orange line. It should be noted that, from the perspective of the programming model, alternative formulations of intents are possible. For example, an intent could be a speci cation of a safety property that the runtime must seek to preserve with some probability. e investigation of such alternatives is part of our future work.
FAST ARCHITECTURE
e FAST system architecture is an instance of the general programming model, implemented as an extension of Apple's Swi language (Apple, 2019) . is choice makes FAST statically typed and memory-safe with predictable performance thanks to the automatic storage management (reference counting) and evaluation strategy (strict). As such, it is suitable for implementing so real-time applications, making implicit system behavior such as latency or energy consumption easier to control reliably. However, the intent-driven programming model is by no means restricted to the imperative, object-oriented paradigm, since any language in which the rebinding of variables during execution is meaningful can serve as a basis for intent-driven programming. Figure 2a shows a small Swi program that endlessly increments a variable x by a certain step, up to a certain threshold. We will use this program to illustrate FAST's user interface, which consists of a library API that enables FAST's runtime to control an application, and a domain-speci c language for specifying the intent. Figure 1 illustrates the FAST architecture, where three interacting components together constitute the FAST runtime: an intent speci cation compiler, a pro ler and a controller. e intent speci cation compiler (Section 4.3.1) translates the programmer's intent (Section 4.2)-speci ed through the library API (Section 4.1.1)-to an e cient representation, suitable for real-time processing. e pro ler (Section 4.3.2) computes measure statistics: total statistics o ine to construct controller models; windowed statistics online as feedback to the controller (Section 4.3.3).
e next two sections describe the programmer interface, which consists of the library API (Section 4.1.1), and the intent speci cation language (Section 4.2).
Library API
e library API consists of a type (Knob), and two functions (measure and optimize). e API is used to instrument applications. is involves providing hooks into the application that the runtime can use to observe and adapt the application state, and identifying the portion of code that should be monitored by the runtime during execution. Figure 2b shows the instrumented Swi code a er a programmer has identi ed suitable values (measures), variables (knobs) and loop (optimize) in the base code, and wrapped them in the corresponding function or constructor calls.
The Knob Type.
From the user's perspective, the type Knob<T> is a type-safe immutable cell that replaces a constant in the base program, and enables the runtime to adapt the cell's value. In our example, threshold and step become knobs and their original values are used to initialize the Knob type. ese reference values make it possible to compile and execute the instrumented application as a normal Swi program, with the original semantics. us, reference values represent the knobs' values if no runtime adaptation is possible. e Knob initializer also takes a string to identify the knob to the runtime.
Because knobs are mutated by the runtime between executions of the main processing loop (Section 4.1.3) they must be declared in an enclosing scope, meaning that, in a terminating application, they remain de ned a er the routine is executed for the last time. However, the variable encapsulated by the Knob type remains referenced also when execution reaches the end of the scope where the knob was declared, since the runtime must have access to such a reference to perform 1:8 Yang, Duracz, Bartha, Sai, Pervaiz, Barati, Nguyen, Cartwright, Ho mann, and Palem
::" constants n P N ::" intent names t P T ::" type names m P M ::" measure names k P K ::" knob names f P F ::" function names its adaptation. us, to avoid memory leaks, the runtime must use only weak weak references to knobs. e Knob type provides a novel mechanism to combine programmatic manipulation of the application con guration with the runtime's continuous control in the form of two methods: restrict and control. For example, the programmer can enable or disable certain knobs, based on knowledge outside of the controller's domain. To this end, the Knob type's restrict method allows the developer to explicitly de ne a range of values for a particular Knob. Passed to restrict in the form of an array, the runtime uses this range to constrain con guration space available to the controller for adaptation. Calling the method without any arguments xes the Knob to the value it had at the time of the method call. e Knob type's control method can be used to remove any restrictions from previous calls to restrict, making available to the controller the complete set of values for a Knob speci ed by the knobs section of the active intent.
The Measure
Function. e measure function provides a view of the application's state as feedback to the controller. In our example, a new variable operations is added to the application to inform the runtime about the number of times that x has been incremented. e name that is passed to the measure function is used by the runtime to correlate the given value with the corresponding measure in the intent speci cation.
The Optimize
Function. e optimize function replaces the outer while loop in our example. It takes as parameters: a name (incrementer), a list of knobs that the runtime should use for control, and a routine (block of code) that should be monitored to provide feedback to the controller, and an optional window size over which measure statistics are computed.
e runtime obtains the feedback from the routine through side-e ecting function calls, and thus the type of the routine is Void -> Void. e window size segments the sequence of iterations into conceptual computation blocks. For a su ciently small window size, the application behavior is assumed to be su ciently uniform that average measure values of the previous window are representative of the iterations of the next window. On the other hand, the window size should be large enough that the windowed statistics lter out transients, caused by rare and unsystematic events. us, the window size is typically identi ed by the application developer, who will be a domain expert, familiar with the expected behavior of the application under di erent conditions. Figure 3 shows a grammar for the FAST Intent Speci cation Language. In this gure, t¨u and x¨y denote a set and a sequence of elements, respectively. e arity of a function f is denoted by |f |.
Intent Specification
e set of names of knobs declared in an intent speci cation s P Spec is denoted by K s . e set of names of measures declared in s is denoted by M s . Figure 2c is an example intent speci cation for the incrementer application in Figure 2b . An intent speci cation consists of two main parts: an encoding of an optimization problem, and a description of the degrees of freedom along which the system may operate.
4.2.1 Intent. e intent section encodes an (optionally) constrained optimization problem and consists of ve parts: ‚ e name of the optimize routine (incrementer in our example) that the intent should a ect. is is correlated with the name passed to the optimize function. ‚ e optimization type, one of min or max. ‚ e objective function, an expression in terms of the declarations of the measures section. ‚ e constraint measure, the one from the measures section (latency in our example) that the runtime should control. ‚ e constraint goal, the value (0.1 seconds per iteration in our example) of the constraint measure that the runtime should achieve.
e intent section expresses a high-level speci cation of what it means for the application to perform well, in terms of the measures which, notably, can be both intensional and extensional.
4.2.2
Measures. e measures section declares measures that should be observed by the runtime. ese declarations serve as an environment for the intent section. Currently, measures may only have the Double type, but any totally ordered type that supports the operations used in the objective function could be supported, and the constraint measure could be of any type for which equality is de ned.
Measures correspond to observable platform signals and expressions in the base application, in terms of which the intent is expressed. roughout program execution, their current value serves as feedback to the runtime.
4.2.3
Knobs. e knobs section de nes the possible con gurations, or con guration space that the FAST runtime can select from during execution to solve the optimization problem speci ed in the intent section. e knobs section does this through a set of knob de nitions that each consist of a name, a range expression that evaluates to a list of constants, and a reference value. e name associates the knob de nition with Knob instance in the application. e range is a list of values that the knob can be set to, which must be of the same type as the knob instance's type parameter.
e optional reference value is used to override the reference value passed to the Knob constructor (Section 4.1.1) to provide an initial value for the knob when the application is executed without control, and in the very beginning of a controlled execution.
In addition to the basic knob ranges, the knobs section supports an optional knob constraint-an arbitrary Boolean expression over the knobs-which makes it possible to specify non-uniform con guration spaces. e knob ranges together generate the cross product of the knob se ings, that is, all possible con gurations that the system supports. e knob constraint is then used to remove all con gurations that do not satisfy it.
is is useful when there is some kind of dependency between the knobs. For example, there may be cases when certain combinations of knob se ings are not meaningful, such as when a knob is a parameter for a sub-algorithm that is enabled or disabled by another knob, or when some global restriction a ects what values a set of knobs can be set to simultaneously. Another use for knob constraints is to prune out redundant con gurations that expose analogous tradeo s between the measures that the intent depends on. Such pruning can both save time and energy in pro ling the system before it is deployed, and in computing schedules during runtime.
Knobs typically correspond to platform se ings or constants in the base application, whose value determines some aspect of system behavior. In non-adaptive applications, such constants are judiciously chosen by the application developer to achieve reasonable expected-case behavior, or exposed to users as parameters. Improperly se ing these constants is a notorious source of performance issues (Huang et al., 2015 , Rabkin and Katz, 2013 , Wang et al., 2018 . By exposing knobs to the runtime as variables, the system allows its behavior (as observed through the measures) to adapt to changes in the intent, or in the operating environment and helps eliminate performance bugs due to poor choices of constants.
Runtime
e main components of the runtime are: an intent speci cation compiler that makes the programmer's intent available to the rest of the system, a pro ler that observes the behavior of the executing application, and a controller that uses these observations to con gure the system so that the intent is met.
Intent Specification
Compiler. Users specify intents in les separate from the Swi application code. Compilation is also separate: Swi is a compiled language, and thus the program is compiled into an executable before runtime; FAST intent speci cations are interpreted at runtime.
is approach has some bene ts, compared to expressing intents within the Swi source code: intent speci cations can easily be passed to an external system, such as a pro ler, or updated over a network, without the need for expensive recompilation or complex binary plugin architectures.
e FAST intent speci cation compiler translates intent speci cations into a form that permits evaluation without signi cant interpretative overhead (Care e et al. ese averages are representative of the over-all behavior of the system with respect to each measure, and are thus used to construct controller models. Second, window statistics are computed, based on a sliding window of observed values.
is window size, a parameter of the optimize function (Section 4.1.3), can be used to dampen noise in the measures, at some cost in the ability to react to legitimate abrupt changes in measure values. A small window size means that short spikes in measure values can cause oscillation in the controller, while a large window size can cause unacceptable lag in adaptation.
For each type of horizon, two statistics are computed: averages are used in place of point samples of measure values; variances are used for debugging purposes, to estimate the reliability of averages used in controller models. An important consideration when computing statistics in the context of iterative applications is that incremental (constant-time) algorithms (West, 1979 ) must be used, since the size of the set of observations over which statistics are computed is potentially unbounded. Configurations that appear in optimal schedules (in the case of minimizing the objective function) are on the lower convex hull in this coordinate system. returns a schedule. A schedule is a function that, given a non-negative integer index, returns a con guration. A con guration is an object with an apply method, that can be used to recon gure the system-that generally comprises both application and hardware. is interface allows for many di erent types of controllers. e intent parameter determines the resource scheduling problem that the controller must solve, the measures enable feedback control, and the indexed form of the return type supports schedules that recon gure the system at every iteration.
Next, we describe two example instance of this protocol.
Unconstrained Optimizing Controller. is controller solves the optimization problem speci ed in the intent, without taking into account the additional constraint. By default it performs a grid search, and chooses the optimal pro led con guration. is applies to both streaming and nonstreaming applications. is controller can be extended with meta-optimization heuristics (Claesen et al., 2014) to nd optimal con gurations at runtime when exhaustive search is not possible, such as when some knobs are continuous.
Constrained Optimizing Controller. is controller solves the optimization problem speci ed in the intent on average across a window of iterations. For FAST intent speci cations, this can be achieved robustly and e ciently using feedback control and optimization (Filieri et al., 2017 , Hellerstein et al., 2004 , based on a controller model that consists of pre-recorded measure values (Figure 4b ) for each con guration that the system can be set to (Figure 4a ), which is obtained through pro ling (Section 4.3.2). e optimal schedule is found by rst identifying all constraintcompatible schedules, that is, collections of con gurations that can be interleaved to meet the intent on average across a window, as illustrated in Figure 5 . Among these, the schedule that optimizes the objective function is selected for execution over the next window.
ANALYSIS OF INTENT-DRIVEN PROGRAMS
Analyzing adaptive so ware is strictly harder than analyzing non-adaptive so ware. e di culty arises due to both the number of dimensions along which the system can adapt and that adaptation happens over time. us, extending a programming language with intents drastically alters its semantics, and also introduces several classes of bugs.
ough a full treatment of testing and veri cation for intent-driven programs is too broad for one paper, the following sections brie y introduce a notion of cost semantics for intent-driven programming, de ne some simple static analyses that are useful in this context, and describe a testing approach for iterative intent-driven programs.
Cost Semantics
While many di erent cost semantics have been proposed, they share the property that the cost of an expression is compositional Greiner, 1995, Spoonhower et al., 2008) . In other words, an expression's cost is solely determined by the cost of each of its sub-expressions, and the rule that binds them together. If this algebraic system captures the real cost of computation across di erent machines with respect to a set of parameters, then we obtain a useful abstraction of real computational cost. Most existing cost semantics only model a speci c kind of cost; e.g. time or memory. To extend such a semantics to an intent-driven language, we must further abstract away the the details of the computation's resource usage. We call this an asymptotic cost semantics. As long as the resource is: (a) not reusable, (b) measurable for every single execution, and (c) its cost is additive, then the cost of a sequence of executions of a single expression can be modeled by a sequence of i.i.d. random variables, conditional on the value of the expression's input. Further, the average of this sequence converges to some xed value with an i.i.d sequence of inputs, by the law of large numbers. We call this value the asymptotic cost of an expression e with respect to the underlying machine M, the resource r and the distribution of the inputs d and denote it by Cre; M, r , ds.
is semantics tries to capture the average (and thus cumulative) cost instead of the cost of each call. Intuitively, this means that the impact of compiler optimizations and external disturbances may be smoothed out in the long run, and the asymptotic cost semantics o ers a more robust and manageable way to model the behavior for further tuning, in contrast to call-wise cost semantics and even relational cost semantics (Çiçek et al., 2017) .
A convenient property of an asymptotic cost semantics is that if we "unroll" the loop (i.e. this in nite sequence) n times (denoting e; e; . . . ; e by e n ), then:
where the inequality would become strict only a er some sort of (program) optimization. From this, we can further de ne a lower bound for our asymptotic cost:
Cre n ; M, r , d n s n ď Cre; M, r , ds, which characterizes (gives an upper bound for) the best cost that (program) optimization could achieve asymptotically. is notion of asymptotic cost semantics provides a natural way to understand FAST program behavior. Further, it provides a distinct advantage over other (non-asymptotic) cost semantics, since constrained optimal parameter tuning is easily achievable with it and almost always (that is, with probability one for all constrained non-degenerate cases which we will elaborate below) be er than tuning each execution independently. Let us consider the knob control problem in FAST. Suppose we have an expression e k , which depends on a parameter k that corresponds to application knobs and a machine M k 1 , which depends on a parameter k 1 that corresponds to platform con guration knobs both de ned previously in Section 3.1. Our cost functions Cre k ; M k 1 ,¨, ds represent measures de ned in Section 3.2. To minimize the asymptotic cost, we solve an in nite system corresponding to our intent de ned in Section 3.3:
where o is the resource corresponding to the objective function in the intent, r l is the resource we want to constrain, and R l is the constraint value. Notice here that, although the cost is de ned di erently for every di erent intent, the restrict API (Section 4.1.1) merely changes the domain of optimization and thus (1) the original asymptotic cost still provides an upper bound a er restriction and (2) all the information contained in the original cost function can be reused. e above is equivalent to the following system:
where A l,k " Cre k ; M k 1 , r l , ds, w k,k 1 is the weight corresponding to each con guration pk, k 1 q, R is the constraint value vector, and we can denote the corresponding optimal schedule tpki , k 1i qu 8 i"0 . A uni-constraint version of this equivalence has been established and studied by Imes et al. (2015) .
It is easy to see that:
where pk˚˚, k 1˚˚q is a solution of the corresponding system without iterating:
e equality happens either when the system is unconstrained, or the system is degenerate. is inequality shows what we stated earlier: in the long run, optimal tuning with our asymptotic 
Static Analysis
e FAST architecture separates the speci cation of programs from the speci cation of intents. e resulting exibility comes at the cost of possible program errors, when the de nitions in the two parts of a FAST program are inconsistent. For example, for a program to be correct, uses of the Knob type (part of the library API described in Section 4.1.1) must correspond to entries in the knobs section of an associated intent speci cation (described in Section 4.2). In addition, the optimize construct (Section 4.1.3) takes a list of knobs and passes them to the runtime. Using static analysis techniques, the system can provide meaningful feedback early during FAST application development, and eliminate the possibility of certain types of runtime errors.
is subsection presents three static analyses, illustrated in Figure 6 , which are speci c to the implicit programming model.
Finding Unused Knobs.
Knobs de ned in the intent speci cation but not declared as a Knob type are ignored by the runtime. On the other hand, declared knobs without con gurations in the intent cannot be used in trade-o s while tuning the system. is can be detected statically by collecting the list of knobs de ned in the intent, and those declared in the FAST application code, respectively. e analysis reports the di erence, if any, between the two lists of knobs, and marks them as unused to aid in further analysis.
De ne K I to be the set of knobs de ned in the intent le, K D to be the set of knobs declared in the FAST application code, K O to be the set of knobs passed to the optimize construct, and K A to be the set of knobs a ecting the body of optimize construct. A knob k P K A if there is a branch of execution which depends on the value of k. en the unused knobs K U U are de ned as pK D zK I q Y pK I zK D q. e uncaptured knobs K U C are de ned as K D´KO . e una ected knobs K U A are de ned as K O´KA .
Finding Uncaptured Knobs.
In the case where a knob is declared, but is not passed to the optimize construct, it is not controlled by the system. We say that these knobs are uncaptured. An analysis nds such knobs and emits a warning.
Finding Una ected Knobs.
Even when a knob is captured, the user may forget to use it, or inadvertently misuse it in the program. Any tuning done by FAST of such a knob will have no e ect on the system, meaning that the runtime will be unable to exploit any trade-o s exposed by this knob. Pro ling can expose the presence of such knobs, which will correspond to near-identical entries in the measure table (Section 4.3.2). However, such dynamic analysis can be prohibitively expensive when the con guration space is large. A more e cient alternative is to use static analysis to identify such situations. e analysis begins by building a data ow graph starting from the optimize construct. For each node in the graph, it computes the knobs that a ect it. Given the annotated graph, it is possible to compute the list of all e ective knobs for the optimize construct, and issue a warning when this list is missing some declared knob.
is de nition of an una ected knob amounts to an all-or-nothing identi cation problem, and the optimization problem to be solved by the controller may be ill-de ned in the presence of such knobs.
erefore, we did not include sensitivity in our static analyses. Surely, some form of sensitivity (how the initial condition will a ect the solution) similar to the "condition number" of a linear system can be de ned for our control problem, to detect whether the control system is functioning well. However, this would be computationally expensive, input-dependent and platform-dependent. On the other hand, nding a branch of code that possibly will not be controlled by some knob at runtime is a cheap solution that is both input-independent and platform-independent. To reiterate the main di erence: the statistical approach is to detect whether the system is ill-"conditioned" while our current approach is to nd whether the system is ill-de ned.
Testing
Traditional testing, based on hand-cra ed test cases, becomes unfeasibly labor-intensive for intentdriven programs. Random testing, and its statistical perspective on correctness, scale to adaptive applications. Random testing produces a distribution of test cases that elicit all possible (including both representative and worst-case) behavior. Computing an evaluation criterion, which produces a set of possible outcomes, over a set of test cases produces a distribution of outcomes. Correctness can thus be phrased as a hypothesis over this distribution, say, that a test case picked from the test case distribution (with the desired coverage) produces a negative outcome with a small probability.
In this section, we make this approach to evaluation concrete for intent-driven applications, by describing how to generate test cases based on an intent speci cation, and by de ning an application-agnostic evaluation criterion. We use this criterion to show that three example adaptive applications behave correctly on a test corpus, derived from the intent speci cation.
Evaluation Criteria.
Implementing an intent-driven program starts with implementing a traditional program, which is done according to standard so ware development practice. at typically involves the implementation of automated tests. ese tests should validate the correct behavior of the program under both normal and exceptional operating conditions, that is, for a set of program inputs and combinations of program parameter values that su ciently re ect the use cases of the application. ese tests do not validate the correct behavior of the instrumented, intent-driven program. Crucially, the ability of the application to react to changes in the operating environment or user intent is not validated.
We devise a largely application-independent evaluation criterion that captures bugs in uencing the overall system's adaptability. is criterion is constructed by comparing the tested application's execution trace-as controlled by FAST-to an oracle-constructed from a set of traces corresponding to application executions in xed con gurations.
Oracles. We consider two types of oracles: A and B.
Oracle A represents a minimal requirement: that the adaptive application should do be er than a non-adaptive system in some respect. For example, embedded real-time systems are provisioned to deliver performance on-possibly rare-worst case inputs, at the cost of resources such as energy. A well constructed adaptive system-i.e., with the right instrumentation and intent-should achieve su cient performance (given the intent), while using fewer resources than the system that always assumes the worst case.
is type of oracle could be constructed by looking at the controller model, and con guring the system according to its performance measure, or by computing a set of execution traces, based on the intent, and selecting the one with the best overall performance. is access to global, posterior knowledge is why these executions are called oracles.
Oracle B models ideal adaptive behavior. Such an oracle can be constructed from a set of xedcon guration executions in an iteration-wise fashion. At every iteration, the oracle's measure values are chosen from those of the xed-con guration execution that best meet the intent. An oracle for testing the constrained optimizing controller is close enough to satisfying the equality constraint while optimizing the objective function.
To be clear, these two notions of oracle are approximations. ey are intended to capture salient aspects of the application's adaptive behavior, while remaining tractable and simpler than the implementation they are modeling. Consequently, for example, there will be situations where an adaptive FAST execution may perform be er than Oracle B (for example, when no con guration comes close to satisfying the constraint).
When the application that is being tested contains uses of the Knob type's restrict API (Section 4.1.1), valid oracle de nitions must take into account the corresponding dynamic change to the con guration space. Oracles may only use those con gurations that remain available to the runtime that is controlling the tested application. In other words, in the presence of the restrict API, valid oracles are parameterized by the model that is available at each iteration.
Verdict Expressions
Based on an oracle, we can construct a verdict expression that maps a test case to one of a set of possible outcomes, such as {PASS, FAIL}. e de nition of these outcomes depends on the chosen oracle, since, as discussed in the previous section, oracles may represent di erent reference points for the system under test. To compare an adaptive execution against an oracle, a notion of error is needed, and this notion will vary depending on what the oracle is designed to optimize.
Listing 1 shows how a verdict expression can be constructed based on Oracle A, and the three auxiliary de nitions given below in terms of the execution X , which can be either Oracle or FAST: ‚ e mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) EpX q of the constraint measure value for X , compared to the constraint goal. ‚ e cumulative objective function F pX q of X . ‚ e global constraint measure error threshold T of the constraint measure versus the constraint goal.
Listing 2 shows how a verdict expression can be constructed based on Oracle B, and the following additional auxiliary de nitions, given in terms of the executions X 1 and X 2 , which can be either Oracle or FAST: ‚ e objective function advantage ApX 1 , X 2 q which is de ned as 0 when F pX 1 q ď F pX 2 q and de ned as F pX 1 q´F pX 2 q maxp|F pX 1 q|,|F pX 2 q|q otherwise. ‚ e global constraint measure error threshold T E of the constraint measure versus the constraint goal, and the global objective function threshold T F . Table 3 describes test cases that validate FAST's basic runtime and controller functionality. Test cases fall into two categories: those that validate normal system behavior (1-4), where the expected verdict is PASS, and those where the system executes outside of intended operating conditions (5-6), where the expected verdict is FAIL or INVALID. In some tests, qualitative aspects of the application executions are interesting, beyond the verdict. For example, for test case 6, the adaptive execution's behavior should a empt to come as close to the goal as the available con gurations allow. Table 4 shows the three applications we use to evaluate FAST including their knobs and measures.
Test Suite

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
e table also shows source-lines-of-code counts for each original (non-adaptive) application, wrapper code (when applicable), and FAST instrumentation added to enable adaptation. As illustrated by these counts, so ware of any size can be controlled by FAST. Table 6 further details each application's knobs. Knobs may be ordinal-such as the decimation ratio of the SAR application (Section 6.1)-or categorical-such as the sub-pixel re nement method of the X264 application (Section 6.3). All ordinal knobs discussed in this paper are discrete.
e cost of the optimization task that needs to be performed by the controller for every window varies across applications. For the constrained optimizing controller (Section 4.3.3), an optimal schedule will result in one change during the course of the window (of size w), and is a combination of two near-optimal con gurations. e number of possible schedules is thus at most N 2˚w , where N is the number of con gurations in the controller model. 6 Use a constraint goal that is not achievable (no con guration achieves a constraint measure that is high/low enough). Table 4 . Overview of applications used in experimental evaluation. Figure 7 shows experimental results for the three example applications. e two plots for each application show window averages of the constraint measure (performance) and objective function (quality), to compare FAST behavior to Oracles A and B. As summarized in Table 5 , these results illustrate that, by adapting dynamically to perturbations in the intent, FAST consistently outperforms Oracle A's quality, while meeting the performance constraint (on average once the performance has stabilized a er a perturbation). FAST also performs on par with Oracle B and, interestingly, even beats it in terms of quality.
INVALID
is is possible because Oracle B is only an approximation of the ideal adaptive behavior, which meets the intent iteration-wise, choosing a single con guration at a time. FAST, in contrast, interpolates between con guration over a window of inputs, allowing it to meet the performance constraint while staying in higher-quality con gurations on average. Figure 7) show that the measures used to control the system (performance and quality in this case) can be highly noisy. ey uctuate to the point where they may change order over the course of an execution. is change can cause a controller to oscillate, as the information provided by the controller's model con icts with the feedback it receives. is situation is to be expected when intensional measures such as performance or energy are used for control, but it can also arise for extensional measures that are input-dependent, such as the x264 measure quality (as in Figure 7c ). Such behavior can be mitigated statically to some extent, by ensuring that the model contains con gurations whose measures are su ciently separated along the measures that will be used for control.
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)
SAR is a signal processing pipeline that detects objects in a sequence of synthesized signals. Both the size of lters (Coarse Decimation Ratio, Fine Decimation Ratio) and granularity (Number of Beams, Number of Ranges) are tunable knobs. While SAR and the numerical application described below were implemented in pure Swi , SAR is the only one that relies on Grand Central Dispatch to run sub-tasks in parallel due to its pipelined nature.
Jacobi Iterative Method
e Jacobi Iterative Method is an algorithm that approximates the solution of a diagonally dominant system of linear equations. We implemented a parallel version of the algorithm in Swi . e parallelism was constructed using a POSIX style threading system supported in Swi . During execution, in addition to the number of available cores and the core frequency, the controller can choose the number of iterations a er which the threads should synchronize. e application is nontrivial to synchronize, because reducing the number of iterations a er which to synchronize changes the overall time to reach convergence and the speed of meaningful iterations. is application illustrates the generality of FAST, in that it works equally well to control streaming and computation bound applications along with applications that have di erent resource utilization pa erns.
Furthermore, the Jacobi Iterative Method experiments along with the x264 experiments show several advantages over auto-tuning systems such as OpenTuner. While dynamic adaptation is the most obvious advantage, since OpenTuner provides a single con guration in which to run the application throughout the entirety of the execution, FAST allows knobs to be dynamically set in response to environmental uctuation. Since OpenTuner provides a single con guration in which to run the application, there might not exist a con guration using which the application can achieve the required intent, this outlines another advantage of FAST over OpenTuner, since FAST can still achieve the intent by switching between an under-provisioned and an over-provisioned con guration in an execution window. is capability is illustrated in Figure 7 (e), where the two last performance goals (13 and 20) are not close to any xed con guration's performance, but can be met by FAST on average by interpolating between con gurations. Similarly, in application such as x264, in which performance is highly dependent on the input, there can be a signi cant amount of variation in performance using a single con guration, FAST mitigates this using feedback control.
x264 Video Encoder
Modern video encoding-represented by x264 (Merri and Vanam, 2006) -is a quintessential streaming application, exhibiting several characteristics that make it a useful test case for an intent-driven programming. It exposes a myriad of parameters and measures with di erent trade-o s, making up-front con guration of this application something of an art (Botha, 2013, x264) . For the purpose of evaluation, the x264 C++ code base was instrumented using the Swi foreign-function interface.
e x264 application uses a typical high-level pipeline for signal processing. We have exposed four of its application parameters as knobs for testing purposes.
In the following subsection we present experimental results for an example use case based on the FAST library API functions restrict and control. e example was implemented as an extension of the x264 application, and shows that the system can be adapted to suit the needs of a diverse range of real-world application using minimal developer e ort.
6.3.1 Use Case: Explicit Higher ality Demand. Developers might explicitly want a range of frames to be encoded at a signi cantly higher quality, while still maintaining the original intent.
e Knob type's restrict method enables this by se ing a knob that a ects quality to a particular value or range (e.g., of higher motion estimation or constant quantizer). As an example, consider footage produced by a CCTV camera. For most of the day, nothing of interest is captured and, hence, low quality footage su ces. During times of interest, the developer might disallow con gurations that produce low quality video. To this end, the developer can use the restrict API call to set the range of values that a knob can be assigned to get higher quality frames. With these restrictions in place, the controller uses the remaining knobs to meet the intent. Once the time of interest has passed, the knob restrictions can be li ed (using the control method) and the controller is free to use the complete range of values listed in the intent speci cation. Figure 8 shows the execution of such an application with the following intent:
min(energyPerFrame) such that performance == 17.0 e controller minimizes energy per frame until the execution reaches the range of inputs that is of special interest to the developer. Via a call to the restrict method the developer sets a restriction on the range of values that a particular Knob can take. Consequently, the controller is forced to choose from among the con gurations that are chosen by the developer (which produce higher quality frames). Figure 8 shows that the frames in the restricted range are encoded at a higher quality than the rest of the frames, while still meeting the constraint, but that a higher amount of energy is required to encode each frame over this period.
While the execution is in this restricted range the controller intelligently copes with the change by selecting values for the other knobs so as to be able to meet the constraint. For example, the controller chooses con gurations with a greater number of cores and higher core frequencies which results in an increase in energy required to encode a frame as shown in Figure 8 .
During this time the controller still meets the intent while providing higher quality at the cost of a higher energy to encode a single frame. Once the inputs in the range of interest have been processed and the restriction on the Knob values has been li ed using a call to the control method, the controller can return to choosing Knob values that minimize energy while meeting the performance constraint (i.e. minimize objective function under the active constraint).
A er the call to control the state of the controller is reset. Hence, the controller takes a small period to adjust to the new con gurations. Implementation of an application with such requirements requires no more than two API calls to the FAST runtime.
is example illustrates a capability that is easy to achieve in FAST, but di cult using prior work. e PowerDial System adjusts knob con gurations dynamically to meet a target performance despite environmental uctuations , but it provides no mechanism for the program to change the available set of knobs. In fact, changing available knobs in PowerDial would require recompilation, while in FAST it requires only a few method calls. us, this example demonstrates an advantage of the combination of procedural and continuous control of adaptation that is possible in intent-driven programming. e small amount of changes needed to incorporate this complex capability in an application using FAST also demonstrates a key usability advantage over prior work.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
is paper presents the FAST architecture for intent-driven programming, and describes some fundamental aspects of computing that are a ected by extending a language with intents. is extension reopens problems for which reasonable solutions are available for traditional languages, such as what kinds of programming language constructs are useful, how to formalize the semantics of the language, and how to validate program correctness. Answering these questions is part of our future work.
Speci cally, we plan to extend the language with a richer, composable syntax and more general optimization to support multi-objective and multi-constraint intents, as well as additional knob kinds, such as dense ordinals. Such extensions will require a controller component with the corresponding capabilities. For example, support for multi-constraint intents could be added using algorithms for solving mathematical programming problems, such as the simplex or interior-point methods. Notably, however, such a change would not require any changes to the programming model. Generalizing the knob and measure concepts, for example to accommodate input features, will improve the ability of FAST to control applications whose inputs exhibit distinct phases. Runtime extensions to support active pro ling will also be helpful in that regard.
We also plan to explore the topic of correctness of intent-driven programs, including static and dynamic analyses that check that assumptions under which components operate correctly (such as various properties of the controller model) are not violated. Leveraging statistical information in the runtime will make it possible to monitor and predict the violation of more general assurance criteria.
